
The Red Skelton Hour in Color Finally, the unreleased seasons 
of the iconic Red Skelton Show are available for the first time! 
Sealed in a vault for over 50 years these are the "lost" episodes 
from Red's beloved television show. The vintage, unreleased 
episodes from America's clown prince feature Skelton and his 
hilarious recurring sketch characters like country bumpkin 
"Clem Kadiddlehopper," the lovable hobo "Freddie the 
Freeloader," "Sheriff Deadeye," and "George Appleby," plus 
guest stars galore. Bonus material includes an interview with 
Bobby Rydell and Vicki Lawrence. Time/Life
Girls: Season 5 Lena Dunham returns for the highly anticipated 
fifth season of Girls, the award-winning hit comedy series that 
follows the assorted humiliations and triumphs of a group of 
girls in their mid-20s - each facing new challenges in life and 
love this season. HBO
Amnesia Martial-arts legend Jackie Chan presents this 
pulse-pounding update to his own classic thriller. Finding 
himself at a murder scene, bike courier Li Ziwei tries to escape, 
but the culprits push him off a bridge. The amnesia from his 
head injuries means he can't recognize the faces of his enemies, 
who have framed him for the crime. Now, carrying the parcel 
that's his only clue, and with the help of sassy hitchhiker Tong 
Xin, Li Ziwei must outrun killers and cops while racing to clear 
his name of the mysterious murder. Lionsgate
Operation Avalanche In 1967, during the height of the Cold 
War, two young CIA agents (Matt Johnson and Owen Williams) 
go undercover at NASA to investigate a possible Russian mole. 
In disguise as documentary filmmakers, they tap phones and 
break into offices while purporting to learn more about the 
Apollo project. But when they end up uncovering a shocking 
NASA secret - and a major government cover-up - they decide 
to embark on a new mission that puts their own lives at risk. 
Lionsgate
The Dressmaker An accomplished dressmaker named Tilly 
Dunnage (Kate Winslet) returns to her backwoods hometown in 
1950s Australia, which she fled at a young age after she was 
accused of murdering a boy. While running a local dress shop, 
Tilly investigates the murder mystery that ruined her life, and 
plans her revenge on those responsible. Liam Hemsworth, Hugo 
Weaving, Sarah Snook, and Judy Davis co-star. Broadgreen
Coming January 10th
The Accountant Christian Wolff is a math savant with more 
affinity for numbers than people. Behind the cover of a 
small-town CPA office, he works as a freelance accountant for 
some of the world's most dangerous criminal organizations. 
With the Treasury Department's Crime Enment Division, run by 
Ray King, starting to close in, Christian takes on a legitimate 
client: a state-of-the-art robotics company where an accounting 
clerk has discovered a discrepancy involving millions of dollars. 
But as Christian uncooks the books and gets closer to the truth, 
it is the body count that starts to rise. Warner
Swamp People Season 7 Swamp People: Season Seven is Troy 
Landry's toughest season yet as nature seems determined to 
keep him from tagging out. He'll face off with friends and foes 
alike, fighting to provide for his family and preserve his Cajun 
way of life. Fan favorite Bruce Mitchell is back, and newcomers 
Frenchy Crochet and Gee Singleton are on hand to up the ante. 
Lionsgate
Broad City Season 3 Starring Abbi Jacobson and Ilana Glazer, 
Broad City is an odd couple comedy about two best friends 
navigating their twenties in New York City whose adventures 
always lead down unexpected and outlandish paths. They're 
broke, flawed, and don't shy away from the sticky situations NYC 
throws at them - they dive right into the muck. But no matter 
how bad it gets, these young broads are always down with 
whatever hits. Executive produced by Amy Poehler, this quirky 
comedy has taken the world by storm with its unique voice and 
hilarious premises. Comedy Central 
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